Thank you for your interest in writing for Delialicious Picks. We are thrilled that
you would like to submit a guest post on our blog! Before submitting your work
for consideration, please be sure to read the following guidelines in its entirety.
Please contact the Editor to inquire about guest posting opportunities by using
the Contact form. In your inquiry please include your full name, e-mail, and links
to relevant articles. Attachments will not be opened. You should also include story
ideas you would like to write about. Please make sure your story fits with one of
the categories listed under the website.
Once your request is approved, it is pertinent that you adhere to the following
guidelines
 EDITORIAL GUIDELINES
Employees, PR reps…etc. are not allowed to write a review, endorse, promote or
link to their services/products. Self-promotion is absolutely prohibited.
You may link back to your own blog if relevant. If posts are submitted with more
than one link back to your blog, the links may be removed.
 VOICE
Please read past posts to get an idea of the “voice” behind Delialicious Picks. It is
important for you to maintain your own style of writing, but the “voice” of the
website should be maintained whenever possible. Posts submitted that are too
technical or overwritten will not be posted.
 HEADLINES
You are responsible for submitting the headline for your story along with your
article. Headlines as well as editorial content are subject to modification by the
editor.

 IMAGES
Images must be included with all submissions along with full credit to the image’s
owner. Images may be sent as an attachment or link. It is also important that you
make sure all images are reusable and does not violate any copyright laws.
 EXCLUSIVITY
By submitting your work to Delialicious Picks, you agree that your submission is
original and is not already published anywhere else online.
 BYLINE
Guest authors are not compensated for their submission, but are able to include a
byline at the end of each post (no more than 3 sentences) along with a link to
your blog/website.
*By submitting a post for the blog, you agree to follow the above guidelines and
are bound by the regulations when submitting your post. Failure to do so will
result in your submission not being published and future submissions to be
denied.
**All submissions are subject to refusal by the editor.

